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Corona Rapid Tests Online – the Challenge

Certified Corona rapid tests play a crucial role in mitigating the impact of the pandemic; accordingly, this has led to  
the emergence of a wide range of local testing centres. Yet there are numerous scenarios in which individuals may  
find it difficult or even impossible to access a test centre, from long-distance truck drivers to the physically impaired as  
well as many others. COTEON has sought to address this challenge by creating an online solution whereby individuals  
may complete a SARS-CoV-2 antigen test remotely and obtain the corresponding certification via email. 

Much like the process at the physical test centre, those taking the test online must first verify their identity: the rapid test 
is then conducted and a certificate is supplied after the test results are available. In the online world, this would occur as 
follows: Online ID verification identifies the person to be tested, who then records a video of their entire testing process 
(including the wait leading up to the result). This is then submitted to COTEON, where the video is verified and, if authentic,  
a certificate is issued and dispatched. Verification of identity is of crucial importance from the outset of this process:  
Since this is prerequisite for the issuing of the certificate, it must, of course, be fully verifiable and impervious to 
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manipulation. At the same time, this identity verification must, at all costs, be technically feasible, reliable and user-friendly: 
ultimately, the person to be tested wishes to receive his or her certificate, something which should not fail simply on account of 
the identification requirement!

The AI Ident Solution with a Backup System

In designing the process, special attention was devoted to ensuring that online ID verification is effective, which is why a  
backup system is used for security purposes. As a full-service provider whose solutions offer modular functionality, WebID 
combines the respective strengths of various processes from its product portfolio: the fully automated online ID verification  
AI Ident delivers reliable and rapid results thanks to artificial intelligence and biometrics and leads to exceptionally high conversion 
rates. This means that a very high proportion of users carry out the entire process without dropping out. However, an additional 
WebID identification process is at hand, should one or the other detail fail to work for technical reasons: Serving as a backup 
system, Video Ident secures the conversion by making sure a video agent guides the individual to be tested through the ID 
verification process.

Online identification, which as a decisive sub-process must be highly efficient, also requires that COTEON rapidly obtains all 
relevant data from the identification process for further processing of the certificate. Accordingly, data transmission is adapted  
for COTEON to intervals of only a few minutes.

The flexibility of modular application also allows COTEON to add or omit the video ID procedure as required.

The Success of COTEON

With the website www.covidtestonline.de, COTEON represents the first provider within Europe to offer a Corona rapid test  
with certificate as a comprehensive online process:

     The person to be tested acquires an access code in the website’s online shop.
     Following identification via the WebID procedures, he/she takes the test kit and performs the Corona rapid test as per  

the instructions. The entire procedure is recorded by video and subsequently submitted to COTEON.
     COTEON technical staff examines the test and dispatches the certificate by e-mail within an hour.

Numerous people utilise the online antigen tests for travel and business purposes every day. The conversion rate is an 
extraordinary 95 %. Above all, numerous companies are especially convinced by the location-independent, rapid and 
straightforward online service: For Corona rapid testing of their employees, companies must simply send them the access codes.
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WebID
 
is the pioneer of online identification and contracting - legally compliant and valid and with the highest level of security. Since inventing 
video identification in compliance with the German Money Laundering Law, the company continues to bring innovative, user-friendly 
solutions for KYC and e-signing „Made in Germany“ to the world. WebID‘s customers include Air Plus, Allianz, AMAG, Barclaycard, 
BAWAG-Group, BNP Paribas, Check24, DKB, Entrust, ImmoScout24, ING, MMOGA, Santander, Sparda-Banken, Swisscom, Targobank, 
Trade Republic, Vodafone and many more.
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